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Abstract
Background: Chinese government established maximum retail prices for antibiotics listed in China's National Reimbursement List in February 2013. This study aimed to analyze the impact of pharmaceutical price regulation on the price, volume and spending of antibiotics in China.

Methods: An interrupted time series design with comparison series was used to examine impacts of the policy changes on average daily cost, monthly hospital purchase volume and spending of the 11 price-regulated antibiotics and 40 price-unregulated antibiotics in 699 hospitals. One intervention point was applied to assess the impact of policy.

Results: After government price regulation, compared to price-unregulated antibiotics, the average daily cost of the price-regulated group declined rapidly (β = -5.68, P < .001). The average hospital monthly purchase spending of price-regulated antibiotics also decreased rapidly (β = -0.49, P < .010) and a positive trend change (β = 0.04, P < .001) in average hospital spending of price-unregulated antibiotics was found.

Conclusion: Government regulation can reduce the prices and spending of price-regulated antibiotics. To control increasing expenditure, besides price caps regulation, factors determining drug utilization also need to be considered in policy designing.
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Implications for policy makers
- Price caps can reduce prices of price-regulated medicines.
- To control increasing expenditure, factors determining drug utilization also need to be considered in policy designing.

Implications for the public
Evidences indicated that government price regulations exerted short-run effects on pharmaceutical prices, reducing them significantly right after the implement of the policy. Along with the prices, pharmaceutical expenditures also decreased rapidly in the short term. However, positive trend changes were observed in volume and spending of price-unregulated antibiotics after the regulation. This may indicate that the substitution between unregulated medicines and regulated medicines occurred after the price regulation.

Background
Globally, the increase of pharmaceutical expenditure accounted for a significant share of overall healthcare spending. These issues posed serious challenges to policy-makers around the world. In response, varieties of regulatory controls, such as price ceiling and reference pricing, were implemented. Some studies suggested that regulations, such as price caps, played an essential role in curbing spending. However, some researchers reported that ineffective regulations might create a barrier to dynamic competition in the market, eventually resulting in the loss of consumers' welfare or serving the interests of the industry being regulated. There was no consensus about whether pharmaceutical price regulations are necessary. Pharmaceutical prices have long been regulated in China, except from 1992 to 1996, when the Chinese government conducted market-oriented reforms and let the market set drug prices. In China, financing sources for public hospitals included government fiscal budgets, medical service charges, and revenues from drug sales. Along with the decreasing...
government subsidies that forced hospitals to earn more revenue by increasing the volume of prescribing and drug sales, market-based pricing became a breeding ground for problems such as price increases, kickbacks, and corruption.\textsuperscript{13} To restrain continuous growth of pharmaceutical expenditure, the National Restravement and Reform Commission (NDRC) adopted price caps using a cost-plus calculation for each medicine listed in the National Reimbursement Drug List to reduce drug prices since 1998.\textsuperscript{14} Before all the pharmaceutical price ceiling policies were abolished in 2015, the NDRC used price caps to reduce medicine prices for 31 times that involved 1029 medicines by generic name.\textsuperscript{15,16}

Another severe problem driven by increasing drug prices and financial incentives was irrational prescribing, especially over-prescribing of antibiotics.\textsuperscript{17} About 70% of prescriptions contained antibiotic drugs, of which the expenditure was the highest of any medicine in China.\textsuperscript{18,19} The NDRC set maximum retail prices for 29 antibiotics listed in the 2009 National Reimbursement Drug List in February 2013.\textsuperscript{20} The aim of this study was to analyze the impact of pharmaceutical price regulation on daily cost, volumes and spending of antibiotics in China.

Methods

Study Design

An interrupted time series design with an intervention point was applied to assess the impact of price policy in this study. The intervention point, February 2013, served to assess the impact of government price cap regulation that was announced on December 31, 2012 and came into effect on February 1, 2013 on the average daily cost, average hospital purchase volume and average hospital purchase spending of the study medicines. More specifically, we included 11 antibiotics for systemic use out of 29 antibiotics regulated in February 2013 as price-regulated group and 40 antibiotics not listed in the National Reimbursement Drug List, and thus not subject to price caps during the study period as price-unregulated group (Supplementary file 1). Other policy changes through the study period remained substantially the same to these two groups of antibiotics. Though we used Anatomical Therapeutic and Chemical (ATC) classification J01 (ie, antibacterial for systemic use) as our inclusion criteria to include antibiotics in both groups, the differences of antibiotics between two groups would introduce new biases.

Data Source

Monthly data between January 2011 and March 2015 were extracted from the Chinese Medical Economic Information database of public hospital drug purchasing records.\textsuperscript{21} We searched all antibiotics in the database according to ATC classification J01,\textsuperscript{22} and extracted data for 51 antibiotics from 699 hospitals, including 476 tertiary hospitals, 217 secondary hospitals and 6 primary health facilities in 28 of the 31 provinces in China, which respectively accounted for 22.4%, 2.9% and 0.0007% of tertiary, secondary and primary public hospitals in 2015.\textsuperscript{23} Information extracted for each product comprised International Nonproprietary Names, dosage form, strength, manufacturer, monthly drug purchase price per package, monthly purchase volumes and monthly hospital spending.

Outcome Measures

The primary outcome was the average daily cost, calculated based on defined daily dose (DDD).\textsuperscript{24} Secondary outcomes of interest were average hospital purchasing volume (numbers of DDD) and average spending of the 11 price-regulated drugs and 40 price-unregulated drugs. All price and spending data were adjusted to January 2011 using the consumer price index for healthcare (National Bureau of Statistics of China, 2019) and reported in US dollar based on the 2011 exchange rate (CNY = Chinese Yuan, 1 CNY = 0.155 US$ in 2011).\textsuperscript{25}

Aside from assessing outcomes over time for both groups, we also modeled the intervention effects using monthly differences in the outcomes in two groups to estimate the relative impact of regulation on the regulated products, controlling for any other externalities that may affect the outcomes in the price-unregulated group products.

Statistical Analysis

Interrupted time series analysis and segmented linear regression models were used to estimate levels and trends of the outcomes in the pre-intervention periods, as well as changes in levels and trends in the post-intervention periods. Segmented linear regression models with two interruption points were formulated to detect the effect on daily cost, hospital monthly purchase volume and spending, as in equation (1):

\[
Y_t = \beta_0 + \beta_1 \times \text{time}_t + \beta_2 \times \text{regulation}_t + \beta_3 \times \text{reg\_trend}_t + \epsilon_t \quad (1)
\]

\(\beta_0\) denoted the baseline; \(\beta_1\) denoted the pre-regulation trend; \(\beta_2\) denoted the change in level after the regulation policy; \(\beta_3\) denoted the change in trend after the regulation policy; Key coefficients were \(\beta_2\) and \(\beta_3\). To estimate the combined level and trend effects of the policy changes, we calculated the absolute difference in \(Y\) at 12 months after regulation, compared to the counterfactual, that is, the estimated \(Y_{\bar{a}}\) had the intervention not happened.

The Durbin-Watson test was performed to estimate level of residual autocorrelations and the Cochrane-Orcutt auto-regression procedure was used to correct for first order serially correlated errors when needed. In addition, the Kolmogorov–Smirnov statistic was used for testing the normality of the residuals. All analyses were performed using Stata 14.0.

Results

Influence of Government Regulation on Average Daily Cost

The average daily cost declined over time in both price-regulated and price-unregulated antibiotic groups, from January 2011 to March 2015 (Table, Figure 1).

After government price regulation in February 2013, the average daily cost of the price-regulated group declined immediately (level change \(\beta = -5.68, P<.001\)) while the average daily cost of price-unregulated group showed no significant change. No significant trend change was observed in both groups. At 12 months after the regulation, there was
an estimated reduction in the average daily cost for price-regulated drugs of -5.56 ($P < .001$), with significant decline relative to price-unregulated drugs (level change $\beta = -5.41$, $P < .001$).

**Influence of Government Regulation on Average Purchase Volumes**

From January 2011 to March 2015, the average purchase volumes of price-regulated drugs demonstrated an increasing trend while the average purchase volumes of price-unregulated drugs basically remained stable relative to the price-unregulated group (Figure 2).

The only significant change in level and trend of average purchase volumes was the trend changes in price-unregulated drugs after government price regulation in February 2013 ($\text{trend change } \beta = 2.94$, $P < .010$). Except that, there was no statistically significant change in neither group after regulation. At 12 months after the regulation, there was an estimated increase in average purchase volumes for price-unregulated drugs ($\beta = 45.22$, $P < .050$), narrowing the gap between two groups (-74.21 thousand DDD, $P < .001$).

**Influence of Government Regulation on Average Hospital Spending**

The average hospital spending of price-regulated drugs showed an increasing trend while the average hospital spending of price-unregulated drugs basically remained stable relative to the price-regulated group from January 2011 to March 2015 (Figure 3).

Unlike the average purchase volumes of price-regulated group that had no significant change after regulation, the average hospital spending of price-regulated drugs decreased
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* $P < .050$; ** $P < .010$; *** $P < .001$;

Price-regulated group: 11 antibiotics with price regulation in 2013.
Price-unregulated group: 40 antibiotics without price regulation.

![Figure 1](https://example.com/figure1.png) Influence of Government Price Regulation on Average Daily Cost Among Price-Regulated (n = 11), not Price-Regulated (n = 40) and Average Daily Cost Differences, 2011-2015.

![Figure 2](https://example.com/figure2.png) Influence of Government Price Regulation on monthly purchase volumes Price-Regulated (n = 11), not Price-Regulated (n = 40) and monthly group Differences, 2011-2015.
Discussion

This study showed that the introduction of government maximum retail price regulation was associated with rapid decrease in average daily cost and spending of price-regulated antibiotics. Additionally, we observed positive trend changes in average hospital volume and spending of price-unregulated antibiotics after the regulation.

The rapid decrease in average daily cost and spending of price-regulated antibiotics confirmed conclusions drawn from aforementioned studies in China and also in other therapeutic areas. Evidence indicated that government price regulations exerted short-run effects on pharmaceutical prices, reducing them significantly right after the implement of the policy. Along with the prices, pharmaceutical expenditures of price-regulated antibiotics also decreased rapidly in the short term.

However, we observed positive trend changes in average hospital volume and spending of price-unregulated antibiotics after the regulation. The behaviors that physicians or hospitals substitute unregulated medicines for regulated medicines to maintain their income level might contribute to this phenomenon. In China, to support health providers’ normal operations, the drug mark-up policy was put forward which allows hospitals to set a fixed percent mark-up up to 15% on the wholesale prices of drugs. Thus, the increasing volume of unregulated drug might be in response to the kickback’s compression of regulated drugs after government price regulation. In this study, the evidences of cefpirome and cefoselis were found to support the substitution speculation. Along with the decreasing volume of cefpirome (one of price-regulated drugs), the volume of cefoselis (one of price-unregulated drugs) was continuously increasing during our study period (both two drugs are the fourth generation cephalosporins and their daily cost were similar before the regulation). Additionally, the results could be correlated to the composition of price-unregulated group. Among 40 antibiotics in the price-unregulated group, 19 were cephalosporins. Studies showed that cephalosporins became the most consumed antibiotic class of total antibiotic consumption in China. Other than different disease spectrums, one possible explanation might be that cephalosporin was recommend by national guidance for majority of the perioperative prophylaxis in China.

Furthermore, this study also indicated a nonnegligible challenge to maximum retail price regulation policies. Although price caps can efficiently curve regulated antibiotic price in the short term, positive trends in hospital volume and spending would eventually let the bullet of maximum retail price regulation policy miss its target, that is, to constrain medicine expenditure. Apart from price regulations, factors determining drug utilization also need to be considered in the process of policy designing. Since the 2009 health system reform, the Chinese government has been committed to tackling the irrational use of antibiotics by enhancing antimicrobial stewardship. The Ministry of Health implemented a decree including comprehensive regulations on antibiotics, updated the national guidelines for antibiotic use in clinical practice, and mandated hospitals to regularly review and evaluate antibiotic prescription. Additionally, the zero mark-up policy theoretically removed the 15% profit margin from drug sales, eliminating the financial incentive of over-prescribing. All these efforts jointly built up a regulatory and fiscal framework to curb growing pharmaceutical expenditure and irrational use of antibiotics.

Limitation

This study had several limitations. First, the full list of products under government price regulation since 1996 was unable to obtain. The 11 price-regulated antibiotics selected as price-regulated group in this study may not be representative of all products, which could lead to selection bias. Efforts are also needed towards studies in different policy settings with more representative samples. Second, the baseline data of two groups in this study was different in many ways. However, the baseline trends of average daily cost were quite similar, suggesting that differential changes observed following the government pricing policies were indicative of true differences. Third, given that our analyses are based on aggregated procurement data, we have no information on indications of use and potential therapeutic substitution and cannot assess impacts of individual product generic and brand status.

Conclusion

We found that the maximum retail price policy in China had an immediate reduction effect on the prices and the spending of price-regulated antibiotics, while it failed to change the upward trend of the price-regulated antibiotics spending. Isolated price control policy is not effective enough to...
constrain the rapid growth of medicine expenditure because the pharmaceutical expenditures are not only determined by drug prices. Other cooperative policies focused on rational drug utilization are needed.
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